
 

Series Cash Tournament 

Played at the conclusion of each four-month series, typically 
in February, June, and October. 

 

• Total prize pool is $2,000. Everyone at the final table cashes.  

• Tables are assigned based on chip distribution. Seat assignments are 
random. 

• Players will redraw for seating at final table as usual. 
 

To Qualify: Any player who has accumulated at least 2,500 chips is qualified. See 
documents under “Earning Chips Toward Cash Tournament” for further details. 
 
All Players Must Pre-Register! - If you qualify, you MUST pre-register by end of 
the Tuesday night game preceding the tournament. Seating will be calculated and 
posted later that day (the evening before the tournament). Any qualified players 
who do not pre-register by the deadline will lose their seat in the tournament.  
 
Late Arrivals – If you qualify and are going to be late, you MUST call and notify the 
person in charge by NOON of tournament day.  Those players will be given a one-
level grace period. A penalty of 200 chips per hand (plus blinds) will be 
administered. Any players not present by the beginning of the second level will 
forfeit their seat and remaining stack. 
 
Early Departures - All players must be present for as long as they have chips, in 
order to continue playing. Sitting out a few hands is fine, but “Leaving and coming 
back” is not allowed. If a player must leave (family emergency, etc.), they will 
forfeit their seat and their chips will be removed from the table. 
 
Chopping – Chops are allowed any time after the final table has been established. 

• Chops DO NOT have to be even – they can be done proportionate to 
remaining stack sizes. 

• EVERYONE remaining must agree to the terms of a chop. 
 

Please be sure to thank the Dietershagens for being such gracious hosts and 
making this event possible. 
 

Good Luck! 


